Leak in roof damages Memorial Auditorium

By K. Man
Staff Writer

Recent rains leaking through the roof damaged parts of Memorial Auditorium and the TV Center, said John Figola, administrative supervisor of the Performing Arts Facility.

The Oct. 18 opening of Sweet Charity was cancelled because Memorial Auditorium's stage and parts of seating were flooded from a hard rain, said Figola. "Memorial Auditorium could've been flooded from a hard rain, said Figola. "The old roof had leaks but not this bad," said Quinn.

In addition to the damage done to the TV Center and Memorial Auditorium there were many minor damages, said Figola. Damages include:

- Fallen and stained tiles in many parts of the building.
- Rug damage.
- Costumes in the costume shop.
- Flooding in the outer lobby of the auditorium.

Gerri Stewart, assistant to the director of the Art Gallery, pointed out stained tiles in many parts of the building. "The problem is that the contractor is not properly completing each section of the roof before they begin work on another section," said Quinn.

There are tarps on the roof so no more damage will be done, said Figola. "Roofs under construction are expected to leak a little, but this is too much. This is past being an inconvenience," said Figola.

"The old roof had leaks but not this bad," said Quinn.

In addition to the damage done to the TV Center and Memorial Auditorium there were many minor damages, said Figola. Damages include:

- Fallen and stained tiles in many parts of the building.
- Rug damage.
- Costumes in the costume shop.
- Flooding in the outer lobby of the auditorium.

Gerri Stewart, assistant to the director of the Art Gallery, pointed out stained and fallen tiles in the gallery but complained mostly of the smell left by the water.

In addition to the damages, there is the problem of the time lost in the studio that can't be made up, said Diglio.

"The problem is that the contractor is not properly completing each section of the roof before they begin work on another section," said Quinn.

There are tarps on the roof so no more damage will be done, said Figola. "Roofs under construction are expected to leak a little, but this is too much. This is past being an inconvenience," said Figola.

"The old roof had leaks but not this bad," said Quinn.

In addition to the damage done to the TV Center and Memorial Auditorium there were many minor damages, said Figola. Damages include:

- Fallen and stained tiles in many parts of the building.
- Rug damage.
- Costumes in the costume shop.
- Flooding in the outer lobby of the auditorium.

Gerri Stewart, assistant to the director of the Art Gallery, pointed out stained and fallen tiles in the gallery but complained mostly of the smell left by the water.

In addition to the damages, there is the problem of the time lost in the studio that can't be made up, said Diglio.

Bill passed for mandatory release of crime and graduation statistics

Washington UPI - The Senate passed and sent to the White House on Wednesday legislation requiring universities and colleges to disclose to students, employees and prospective undergraduates statistics on campus crime and graduation rates.

The bill, approved by a voice vote, covers all universities and colleges that receive federal assistance.

"In addition, I believe that public awareness of campus crime will help awaken parents and students to the reality of modern campus life," said Martin. Phil Calitire, director of campus police, could not be reached for comment.

Employment fair attracts 400 students for Co-op Ed.

By Monica Stipanov
Staff Writer

About 400 students attended the annual Co-op Employer Fair this Tuesday in the Student Center Ballrooms. Co-op counselors and representatives from 19 companies were on hand to answer student questions about Co-op.

Some of the companies present included Nabisco, Prentice-Hall and Schering.

The event acted as an information session for students to learn about Co-op as there was no hiring or recruitment at the fair.

"As college students we are not in authority positions, but my Co-op put me in an important role and my employer also worked around my schedule," said Teresa Luciano, a home economics major.

Carol A. Fitzpatrick, a former MSC co-op student with UPS, is now North Jersey Recruiter for UPS and hires students for the human resource assistant Co-op position she once held. The position is open to all majors and the company is "looking for people with excellent communication skills," Fitzpatrick said.

Donna Fitzgerald, a psychology major, received a position and works part-time at UPS and has two night classes. The position deals mostly with writing for the company magazine.

Co-op gives students the opportunity to really experience the business world, one co-op student said.

In order to participate in the Co-op program students must have a minimum GPA of 2.0 and have earned 45 credits before applying. Interested students should contact the Cooperative Education Office in room 104 of the Student Center, or call 893-4426.
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Who are The Campus Police and what are they doing for you?

Weekend Weather:

highs: mid 60's
lows: mid 50's

Friday Saturday Sunday
GIANTS STADIUM
SKI SHOW AND SALE

...A GIANT SKI SHOW!
THE BIGGEST AND BEST SKI SHOW WE'VE EVER ASSEMBLED IN 11 YEARS...

- MAX AIR...AN INTERNATIONAL TEAM OF WORLD AND NATIONAL SKI CHAMPIONS PERFORMING SPECTACULAR AERIAL SKI JUMPS LIVE - EVERY NIGHT.

- CONTINUOUS WARREN MILLER SKI FILMS SHOWN ON OVER 80 MONITORS.

- TALK TO REPRESENTATIVES FROM JUST ABOUT EVERY SKI COMPANY.

- COME IN AND MEET WITH THE WNEW-FM CREW FOR FREE T-SHIRTS AND GIVE-AWAYS

- EXHIBITORS FROM: VERNON VALLEY/GREAT GORGE, SHAWNEE MOUNTAIN, MONTAGE SKI TIME TOURS, HUNTER MOUNTAIN, SKI CARD INTENATIONAL, BURTON SNOWBOARDS, CAMPGAW MOUNTAIN...AND MANY MORE!

 FREE ADMISSION

6 DAYS ONLY MON. NOV.5 4PM-MID
THURS. NOV.8 10AM-MID

THE SALE THAT EVERYONE WAITS FOR!
TUES. NOV.6 10AM-MID
WED. NOV.7 10AM-MID
FRID. NOV.9 10AM-MID
SAT. NOV.10 10AM-8PM

RAIN OR SHINE IN THE STADIUM CLUB

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-ALL-SKIS

...A GIANT SKI SALE!
THE BIGGEST AND BEST SKI SHOW WE'VE EVER ASSEMBLED IN 11 YEARS...

PLUS OVER $10,000,000 OF SKI CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT BY THE BIGGEST NAMES IN THE INDUSTRY...

BLIZZARD, KNEISL, FISCHER, HART, OUN, K-2, TYROLA, ROSSIGNOL, SALOMON, DACHSTEIN, HEERLING, LANGE, NORDICA, MUNARI, RAICHEL, SAN MARCO, MARKER, GEE, LOOK, HEAD, SKI, SUN ICE, OBERMEYER, FORTE, ALPINE DESIGN, GERRY, ROFFE, DEMETRE, MEISTER, ACTION, LUTHA, DESCENTE, RUSCH, GIORINI, TERRAMAR...AND MANY MORE!

ALL AT SAVINGS OF UP TO 80% off regular prices!

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES...OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
LASO given $4,387 for 20th anniversary

By George Olchewski
Staff Writer

The Latin American Student Organization (LASO) was appropriated $4387.00 after an extensive hour and a half debate. The funds are to be used for LASO’s 20th anniversary week next April. The events so far are tentative, but the three major areas that have been planned are an alumni banquet, workshops to promote Latin-American culture, and a dance.

“We are predicting a big turnout, and it should be a night for a lot of memories and friendships,” LASO President Ramona Guzman said.

Some legislators asked why LASO had not planned for this in last year’s budget. Class One organizations are allotted an annual budget, however, last year all budgets were cut eight percent. Other representatives from LASO stressed that approximately half of the money will be given back to the SGA through donations and ticket sales for the banquet. After a motion to end the debate, the bill was voted on, and passed.

An emergency resolution came on the floor yesterday. The bill, authored by SGA President Anthony Susco, stated that as the budgets of state colleges are cut, tuition is raised and curriculum and faculty are lost due to lack of funds. This is the focus of the demonstration sponsored by the New Jersey Coalition for Educational Rights on November 9. The SGA wishes to promote the event and educate the student body on the effects of the cuts.

An appropriation to pay for buses to the demonstration in Trenton on November 9 was passed. This will enable students to attend the rally and help fight for lower tuition and the prevention of further tuition hikes. Students wishing more information can contact Students Toward A New Direction (STAND), or the SGA office.

Fraternity ensures safe Halloween

By John Tibbets
Correspondent

Children from Bradford Elementary School were taken around campus on Halloween trick or treating for the third consecutive year by on-campus members of Sigma Phi Rho fraternity.

About 25 children went through College Hall between 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. for candy and other treats before they had to go. Usually about 100 children come to campus and are led by the fraternity. The members of Sigma Phi Rho went around to other parts of the campus after the children left to collect candy for them, and then took it to their school. Leading the children were Herbert Kemp, president of Sigma Phi Rho, Ed White, treasurer, James Roach, education organizer for the fraternity, and Marcus Cook.

Campus Police Report:

Two students arrested for disorderly conduct

■ Arrests:
- Oct. 28 at 2:40 a.m., during the evacuation of Stone Hall because of a bomb scare, one student, who was not a resident of Stone Hall, was found still in the building asleep with two other girls. They were asked to leave the building and present identification at the information desk before they left.
- The two females compiled but the male refused to produce identification. The officer who asked him to leave smelled alcohol on his breath and noticed his speech was slurred.
- The male became very uncooperative when Campus Police arrived and tried to escape, knocking down an officer in the process.
- He was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, trespassing and simple assault.
- Oct. 30 at 1:30 a.m., during the course of an investigation of a criminal mischief, Campus Police stopped a vehicle in which they thought one of the suspects was escaping in. Before he was pulled over, Campus Police thought there were two people in the car, not one.
- The individual became rather uncooperative when Campus Police arrived and tried to escape, knocking down an officer in the process.
- He was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, trespassing and simple assault.
- Oct. 24 at 11:45 p.m., there was a bomb threat to Bohm Hall. The building was evacuated.
- Oct. 28 at 2:40 a.m. there was a bomb threat to Stone Hall. The building was evacuated, among other things.

■ Miscellaneous:
- Oct. 30 at 1:30 a.m. a Campus Police vehicle was hit with eggs and apples while they were on patrol in the mall. There were two males involved but only one was caught and charged with criminal mischief.
- Oct. 24 at 11:45 p.m., there was a car fire. An officer arrived at the scene to witness a car horn going off and the owner standing outside when the car caught fire. Little Falls Fire Department arrived and put the fire out.
- Oct. 24 at 2 p.m. there was a harassment complaint. A female in a cubicule at the library felt someone rubbing their foot up against her leg. She thought nothing of it until it continued, so she moved to another cubicule.
- She again felt this mysterious leg, bare this time, and when she looked up to see who it was, found a man in his 50’s about 6’ tall with white hair and blue eyes.
- When confronted, the man asked if she wanted any company. The female claims this was the second time she was approached by the man although she had not previously reported it.
- Oct. 28 at 4:45 p.m. a person returned to his car, which was parked illegally in a handicap spot, to find a note on his 1990 Mitsubishi saying, “Why don’t you leave this spot for someone who can’t walk.”

MSC News
Hotline

893-5169

Corrections

Oct. 25 issue:
1. The Greek Council, not the SGA, had two vice-presidents.
2. The Bursar’s name is Vilma Maristela.
The Latin American Student Organization of Montclair State College presents

Latin Month
"Latin Dream" "El Sueño Latino"
free flowing as the list of dates and events
that will be held

November 1st 4:00pm
Hispanic Flag Raising Ceremony
between Richardson Hall & the Student Center

Opening Banquet
format dining room at the Student Center
Guest Speakers
Luis Gutierrez, Carmen Alvarado, and
Judith Engdahl

Monday, November 5th 7:00pm
LATIN MOVIE DAY
featuring El Norte y El Super Hombre
in the Student Center

Latin Theater presentation
"The Lovers of Upper Manhattan"
Coast Conference Room 135

Tuesday, November 6th 7:30pm
Panel Discussion
Young People in Situations of
Central America Today

Wednesday, November 7th 6:00pm
SPANISH MASS-MISA ESPAÑOLA
between the Student Center
Father Joaquin of Father Joseph Phinney
Catholic Student Center, Cullum Hall

Wednesday, November 7th 8:00pm
LECTURE: ARTURO ARIAS
co-author of the
film script El Norte.
Room 410 Student Center

Saturday, November 9th 7:00pm
"The Upcoming Latin Dream Talent Show"
Student Center Annex 176

Trip To New York to See
"The Geraldo Show"
Bus will be leaving from the Student Center

Friday, November 30th 8:00pm
Latin Month’s Final Event
"The Latin Dream Concert"
Performers
Passaic Essex Latin-Jazz Ensemble
Grupo Casas Naranjas
Casa Latino Americana—Along with the
Hispanic Flag Parade.
Bursar’s office releases tuition bill due date

By Monica Stipanov
Staff Writer

The Bursar’s office announced that tuition bills for the Spring semester will be sent out on or before Nov. 20 and payment is due on Dec. 21. This deadline can cause problems for students who work through January to pay for tuition.

“It’s a little hard to gather up the money (and) the tuition hike makes it that much harder,” said Christine Wiedbrauk, a senior.

“The situation is a two-edged sword,” said Edward Martin, Dean of Students. The payment deadline saves class space for paying students. One student who may not return next semester can hold up a seat in five different classes for students who will return.

On the other hand, if a student is having “cash flow problems he could ask for short term help from the parents.” To the best of my knowledge payment can be made with Visa or Master Card (thus) extending the payment deadline,” said Martin.

Payment has always been expected in December said Vilma Maristela, Bursar. “We try and extend the time to pay but we are working against deadlines too,” said Maristela. Due to the amount of holidays the business office tries to get billing done before Christmas, when a full staff is present.

In the most serious of circumstances the family must study students who will return. “This cannot be done within the hundreds, but credit can be,” said Dean Martin.

“It won’t affect me directly, but it seems unfair to students who have to work that month,” said Mike Sirianni, a junior.

State Board of Higher Education endorses addition of voting students

By Evan Alter
Targum Associate News Editor

As expected, the state Board of Higher Education Friday endorsed an Assembly bill calling for the addition of two student representatives to the board.

Bill A-2856, sponsored by Gerard Naples (D-Trenton) and William Pascrel (D-Patterson), would add two student representatives to the policy-making body of the state Department of Higher Education.

Under the terms of the bill, currently awaiting reintroduction to the Assembly after being approved by the Assembly’s Higher Education Committee last month, the governor would appoint two students for the state’s institution of higher education and one of them would have a vote.

The students would serve staggered two-year terms, so that when the voting member’s term expires, the non-voting representative would gain the vote and a new alternate would be appointed.

The endorsement and the changes were unanimously accepted by the board, except for abstentions by University Board of Governors member Alvin Rockoff and Robert Solomon, representing the New Jersey State Colleges Governing Boards Association.

Rockoff, filling in for the absent BOG Chairperson Adrienne Anderson, said he abstained because the University Board of Trustees still is considering adding student votes to the BOG and neither wanted to give the impression the trustees were leaning in any particular direction.

Solomon abstained because, he said, the bill does not clearly spell out how much power students would have in the appointment process. Currently, the bill calls for students to make recommendations to the governor.

Solomon said he supported the concept, but was worried the process would become electoral and politicized. Other board members said they were confident it would not.

The board’s executive committee recommended two significant changes to the bill. They are:

□The two student representatives, one would come from a public college or university and one from a private school.

□Students would be prohibited from participating in personnel, banking and real estate, but the board said this has no reason to exclude students from real estate matters.

□Career Services will be sponsoring several free seminars in the upcoming week in the Student Center. On Wednesday, Nov. 7, sponsored by Health Professions and Professional Studies. Open to students, faculty, staff and the community. Call John Redd at 893-4187.

□A free film and discussion on Kristallnacht about anti-Semitic incidents in Germany in 1939, and on college campuses in 1990, will be held on Wednesday, Nov. 7 from 2:15 - 2:30 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom B. Demonstrations in the latest software will be given.

□A “Job Shop in Applied Sociology” is being offered by the Department of Sociology on Tuesday, Nov. 6, in Kops Lounge of Russ Hall from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
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Every Thursday with "College Night".

- $1.50 Domestic Beer
- $1.00 Jello Shots
- Proper I.D. & Attire Required

30 Pompton Avenue
Cedar Grove, N.J.
239-8912

FREE ADMISSION
with this coupon

Good Thursdays
Only
(Void if copied)

RED ROBIN
SECAUCUS

OPENINGS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR EXPERIENCED:

* Wait Staff
* Host/Hostess

Excellent work environment

APPLY IN PERSON
455 Harmon Meadows Blvd.
Secaucus, NJ
201-865-8833

Red Robin is an equal opportunity employer

ATTENTION MSC STUDENTS
We are looking for entry level Account Representatives to sell a wide range of custom computer forms. Includes our extensive company training program and management potential based on performance.

College degree required, B.S. Business Administration with concentration in Marketing, Business Related or Liberal Arts Major.

We are a fast, expanding division of a $6 billion dollar a year computer company.

You'll have an established account base in Northern New Jersey and exceptional potential to grow. We offer an extremely competitive base salary plus commission plus expenses and a full benefits program.

Car required, please call and send resume to:
Bob Grant, Sales Manager
NCR Corporation
14 Walsh Drive
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Haven’t we read this somewhere before?

This weekend, the staff of The Montclarion will be hard at work in Washington, D. C. for the annual Associated Collegiate Press Conference—four days of seminars that will show us how to make the newspaper better, and give us a look at other college papers from across the country.

Now, while this is a helpful and valuable experience, it *does* interfere with our weekly deadlines for going to press.

Therefore, there will be no Montclarion next week. We need time in advance to plan our articles for the next issue, plus catch up on the work we’ll miss while we’re away (we may be journalists, but we’re students, too).

So sit back and enjoy this week’s edition, and if you get this strange sense of deja vu next week, don’t panic. It really *is* the Montclarion you just read the week before. Publication as usual will resume the week of Nov. 15.

Signed, the editors

---

SENIORS!!

Senior pictures will be taken on November 19, 20, & 21st!

Sign ups are NOW!!

S.C. Lobby

La Campana is a class 1 of the SGA.
Is it a stage or a “stairway” to Heaven?

Amphitheater acts as a collegiate oasis

By Chris Rohloff
Staff Writer

A sea of parked cars and an endless string of buildings may be the first sights one notices upon entering MSC. Yet behind the congestion and the concrete, there lies a cultural space that few people are aware of—the amphitheater.

“I remember someone saying that MSC had an amphitheater, but I couldn’t tell you where it is,” said Diane Karali, a senior.

While this reaction seems to be typical, not long ago the amphitheater was a major center of college activity. Its construction in 1936 was an important part of history in itself. It was built with federal funds from the Works Progress Administration, an organization that allocated funds to state schools for the sole purpose of creating jobs for the unemployed. The amphitheater became a part of this program and what it stood for.

Dr. L. Howard Fox, a professor here between 1944-1977 and the first chairman of speech and theater, remembers its various uses during his time here.

“Commencements were held there, with choir and faculty on the stage and the orchestra in the ‘pit.’ At that time, each student’s name was called, and he or she crossed the stage for a diploma,” he said.

Fox was actively involved in the plays that were performed there. He was director of the Players productions “On Borrowed Time” (1952) and “One Sunday Afternoon” (1953).

“Acoustically, the amphitheater is excellent,” Fox said. “Our performers didn’t even need to use microphones.”

...commencements, picnics, and plays were held there in the past, although at first lighting and mosquitoes were a problem...

The amphitheater was also a perfect space for enjoying the arts while socializing with friends. According to Fox, people used to bring picnic baskets and would sit on the mountain behind the amphitheater. (This was before most of the mountain was blasted away to make room for improvements like academic buildings and dorms.)

Lighting was initially a problem for night productions, but ellipsoidal spotlights were hung from 12-foot long poles embedded in the fifth row, and aimed at the stage. Environmental problems such as mosquitoes were also alleviated; cont. on p. 9

Greek news

Phi Sigma Pi sweeps the elderly off their feet...

By Jolyn DeSantis
Correspondent

An elderly gentleman, dressed to the nines, stands up at the front of the room and gives a surprisingly strong rendition of When You’re Smiling. The audience is transfixed, and many are transported through their individual memories to a by-gone era when this song was on the hit parade.

Occasionally, people dance gladly, albeit sometimes unsteadily, to a mix of songs gathered from across the decades of their lives. It is a festive afternoon; the room is filled with balloons, a buffet, people and entertainment.

This is a periodic scene at the center of Montclair’s Geri-care Facility, made up of four homes in the town of Montclair. The residents currently in care there range in age from 55 to 90. Many are patients with serious disabilities, but many others are simply elderly and otherwise alone.

Yet on Friday, October 25, some visitors arrived to join the party.

Members and pledges of the co-ed fraternity Phi Sigma Pi joined the residents from all four homes for some dancing, conversation, and companionable listening.

Phi Sigma Pi was just established at MSC last March, and is based on academics, service, and social events. It hopes to build a lasting relationship with Geri-care, and to develop a previously non-existent volunteer program.

Then these scenes would be repeated once more, but with a major difference—some much younger guests.

Anyone sending a postcard as part of the Mid-East mailing campaign must address all cards as follows:

Star-Ledger
News 88 Mail Call
Any U.S. Service Member
Operation Desert Shield
P.O. Box 1990
Newark, NJ 07150-0001

As part of Operation Desert Shield, the Star-Ledger’s mailing effort to U.S. soldiers in the Middle East, MSC’s co-ed business fraternity Alpha Kappa Psi is sponsoring a box at the Student Center Information desk where anyone can send a postcard to the troops abroad. Writers must supply their own postage, but the fraternity will handle the mailing.
Looking back
by Chris Panepinto

Ten years ago this week, MSC students were "ticked off," while five years ago, students were warned that too narrow a focus might anger their future employers...

Oct. 30, 1980

- "College to put 'bite in tickets"
  The administration began discussions to decide whether or not to prohibit students from registering if they held three or more unpaid parking tickets. Campus police and security shifted the emphasis from municipal tickets to campus tickets in an effort to "keep money from fines in the college." Enforcement was being geared toward a more stringent policy in future instances.

Oct. 31, 1985

- "Specialization is a problem in liberal arts colleges"
  According to Dr. Donald N. Levine of the University of Chicago, liberal arts colleges have failed to satisfy the needs of both faculty and students. Levine, who spoke at the second annual Presidential Fall Symposium, also criticized the specialized curriculum of many liberal arts colleges for being too rigid. He also expressed dissatisfaction with the philosophy of many American colleges which concentrate solely on developing students' intellect while ignoring moral development. Following his address, six workshops were held to discuss various ways of improving the quality of life on campus.

- "Gaining fame, the Hooters aim to please new fans"
  The Hooters, a Philadelphia-based band, played in Memorial Auditorium earlier this week. Their program featured selections from their albums "Amore" and "Nervous Night," as well as some covers of older songs such as "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds." The opening act was The Outfield, an English band whose release "Nervous Night," as well as some covers of older songs such as "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds." The opening act was The Outfield, an English band whose release at the time, "Play Deep," included the single "Your love."

It's a stage, it's a meeting place—it's the amphitheater

cont. from p. 8
the Essex County Mosquito Commission sprayed the area prior to the performance.

In the coming years, the amphitheater became a place where others were granted the freedom of expression. In 1952, there was a rally there in support of the Bond issue. Students and faculty voiced their opinions, and through a combination of media facilities, there was a relay of answers and questions from the governor in Trenton.

Ron Naples, the president of Players from 1979-1980, also recognizes the amphitheater as a learning tool for young performers and a cultural space for the entire college community.

During his term as president, Players was no longer under the Speech and Theater Department, and performed "Spoon River Anthology" in the amphitheater.

"The amphitheater was an appropriate performance space then, and it still is now. I wish it could be used more," said Naples.

College assemblies used to be common to the amphitheater, where faculty and students came together to hear key speakers and musical acts. Today, CLUB uses the space for an occasional movie event, and Class One Concerts carries on the musical tradition with their annual Outdoor Jam in May.

Yet most of what the amphitheater used to symbolize has been forgotten. "The amphitheater encouraged unity; it solidified the campus," said Fox, who encourages students to visit there not only because it is part of campus history, but because it is beautiful.

So next time you're walking across campus, look beyond the congestion and the concrete act. Beyond the trees between parking lots 9 and 13), and take a look at a part of history.

Here's a cheap roommate
you'll actually like.

Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic

Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic!

Apple's new 128K Macintosh Classic—standard equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share information with someone who uses a different type of computer.

See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates.

For more information visit or call
The College Store
Student Center Building
893-4310

©1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and "The power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
DO YOU KNOW WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU DON'T ADVERTISE...

nothing

Call The Montclarion business office at 893-5237

The Health Professions Department & The School of Professional Studies
Present

HEALTHFAIR '90

Wednesday, November 7
Student Center Ballrooms
9am-4pm

Services Offered Include:

- Nutrition/Digestion & Vision/Hearing Screening
- Reproductive Health & Fitness Testing
- Environmental Health & Blood Pressure
- Careers in Health & Oral & Skin Cancer Screening
- Disease Prevention & Scoliosis
- AIDS Literature & Stress Management
- & MORE

Also available at Discounted Fee:
(Pre-registration required; bring check on day of fair)
- Mamography (Breast x-ray-$65.00)
- SMAC Cholesterol Test (2 hour fast required - $12.00)
- Finger prick total cholesterol level reading ($5.00 or $3.00 with student I.D.)
- Diabetes/Glucose Screening- ($5.00/$3.00 with student I.D.; 2 hour fast required)

The above may be covered under your insurance if you present a doctor's prescription (available at campus health center)

For Information call 893-4187 or 744-8733
The Varsity Sport of the Mind

**COLLEGE BOWL**

HAS A FEW QUESTIONS FOR YOU.

sponsored by
Student Activities
and
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
**TKE is a Class IV Organization of SGA, Inc.**

KERRY HOUSE

Located 141 Bloomfield Ave., Verona
Live Music! Thursday - Saturday
Happy Hour 4-6 * Kitchen Open 6 days a week

Thursday: An Evening with Glen
*4.95 Pitchers all night

Friday: Jake & Co.
Ladies night, $1 off drinks 7-11

Saturday: New Jersey's own THE JITTERS

FREE PEPSI
Monday Night Pizza & Football Special
Get 1 liter of Pepsi free with delivery of a pizza with one or more toppings.
893-5100

RATHSKELLER
Valid only for delivery - present coupon for free Pepsi.
FREE DELIVERY: Monday - Thursday 7 - 11pm
Free Delivery inside Clancy Pub Apologies ORLY!

ONE FREE TOPPING
( Value $1.50)
with delivery of whole pizza
Pepperoni • Sausage • Mushrooms
Onions • Peppers • Black Olives
893-5100

RATHSKELLER
Valid only for delivery - present coupon for discount.
FREE DELIVERY: Monday - Thursday 7 - 11pm
Free Delivery inside Clancy Pub Apologies ORLY!

The Organization of Students for African Unity
and the College Life Union Board
Brings to MSC
The Almost Famous All-Stars
Six of the hottest, young comedians on the East Coast
Featuring the likes of
Lucille
Kool Bubba Ice
Lenny “The Bulldog” Mann
Alonzo “Hamburger” Longhorn
Bill Bellamy
Derrick Shante’ Fox
(From the New Music Report/Video: Special Ed “The Mission”)

Location: Student Center Ballrooms
Time: 7:00 PM
Date: Thursday, Nov. 8, 1990
Price: MSC Students $3.00
Non-MSC Students $5.00

OSAU and Club are Class One’s of the SGA

A SALUTE TO THE LEADERS OF TOMORROW – AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.

College is a time for decision. Some will choose to become leaders—through Air Force ROTC.

Smart move. The whole concept of Air Force ROTC revolves around the cultivation of qualities that count for leadership. And whether you’re about to start college or have already begun, it’s time to make your decision, now.

Upon graduation, you’ll be an Air Force officer. You’ll possess solid management skills and a strong sense of self-assurance. You’ll know the demands of success and the meaning of responsibility. And you’ll have the great wealth of opportunities accorded to those who choose to be leaders.

Start now. Contact

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
201-396-3626
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MSC construction blunders

As MSC plans to renovate the campus and begin major construction that will bring the institution to university status, it should learn a lesson from the fiasco of Memorial Auditorium.

The company who won the bidding for construction on its roof was paid $226,000, and ended up damaging the auditorium, the T.V. center, and inconvenienced the college community. This was a relatively minor renovation contractors and the finished product has been unsatisfactory. On the front page of the October 18th Montclarion there was a photo that showed major puddles on the tiles in front of the student center; the same tiles the school paid to have redone over the summer to prevent water accumulation.

Many of the recently installed gates that block the exits all over campus to reduce auto theft have been shown as a waste of money. Some gates were put up haphazardly, often placing gates within 100 feet of one another, or putting two gates in an area that has only one exit point. We seriously doubt the chances two gates in an area that has only one exit point.

Before any more major construction begins, some sort of protective measures should be taken so the school doesn't continue to wash money down the drain. A close look at what happened with Memorial Auditorium is a good place to start, and if the construction crews were at fault, a nice law suit will send the message to future contractors as to the quality of work expected for MSC.
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Student Voice

by Barnett Savitz

Student attacks Ad Hoc

An organization calling itself "Ad Hoc Committee To Stop the War" and "LaRouche for Justice" has had a table in the MSC Mall. Do not be fooled! This is a fascist, racist, ultra-right-wing organization.

To attract students, the LaRouchites have adopted liberal, anti-war rhetoric. They have posed as part of the Democratic Party for many years for the same reason. This is a dishonest attempt to head off the formation of any anti-imperialist student movement. LaRouche and some of his chief employees tried the same thing in the mass student anti-war group S.D.S. twenty years ago. These facts about the LaRouchites are well documented in the recent book by Dennis King, Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism (N.Y.; Doubleday, 1989). King's evidence comes from LaRouche's own publications and the testimony of former members, prove that the LaRouchites:

1. To recruit students into their fascist cult, which is in Federal prison for tax evasion (he claimed no income while living a multi-million dollar lifestyle). He demands absolute obedience from his followers and believes that he is a genius, the start of a new "master race."

2. To win favor with the business and government elites once again, by co-opting and misleading any new anti-imperialist movement away from any thing really threatening to the elite. For Right Imperialists Oppose Europe for "Fortress America."

As usual, LaRouche is trying to cozy up to his friends on the Far Right. Many "conservative" writers and advisors have recently come out in opposition to fighting in the Mid-East. The best-known of these are: Patrick Buchanan, former Nixon speechwriter, newspaper columnist and T.V. regular on "The McLaughlin Report;" Joseph Sobran, an editor of William Buckley's National Review; right-wing publishing tycoon Henry Regnery; and some members of the Hoover Institution.

Naturally, they are not opposed to fascist oppression and imperialism at all. But they don't want to fight for Europe (which, unlike the U.S., mainly depends on Mid-East oil), or for Israel (which
Voice cont. from p.12

Athletic Dir.

comments

After having an opportunity to meet with several students privately, and share my views about John Blanton and his program, I would also like to extend this statement to the entire campus community.

There should be no doubt about the quality of John Blanton as MSC's Head Cross Country and Track Coach. During the past two years, John has successfully created a high quality program, which the athletes, coaches, administration, and the entire campus community can be proud of.

Furtermore, John and his assistant coaches' hard work and dedication to the athletes is evident, based on the personal improvement the athletes experienced while in his program. I believe that he has created an environment that promotes academic success as well as athletic success.

I hope the entire student body will join us by supporting all of our varsity teams. John and his staff will provide an excellent opportunity to support our team.

Gregory L. Lockard
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics

Prof. defends her position

I had intended to write to The Montclarion after its courageous editorial in the October 11th issue. The editors of the paper that "documented facts" supported my original letter. Of course I have copies of that material, but the administration of this college has not yet felt a need to see it.

Instead, what has happened is that this issue has turned from one of examination of integrity and coaching ethics to one of racial slurs. Sadly, I read in the October 25th Montclarion that Ms. Teresa Dobbs, from the Office of Residence Life, feels that "Regardless if he did something wrong or not, why couldn't his 'fellow colleague', Dr. Schleede, come forward to him before taking it to print?"

I do not take issue of the fact that as a professional, the head coach is responsible for all aspects of his conduct and his actions. A coach is paid to know his sport and deal with all aspects of it, including knowing the school records.

Even though Al Langer, SID, confirmed in the October 11th Montclarion that Ms. Dobbs was "complaining to the administration and some gossip went around", the actual historical reference book with results from 1970 through the present, including a page that had the most up-to-date records in track and field, was taken from the SID office and never returned.

Dr. Joan Schleede, who came here in the fall of 1988, one and a half years before the appearance of Dobbs material, knows that she never had time to review and copy the records.

When a person is actively coaching, and has always played the role of coach in his position, he or she can quote track records "chapter and verse."

Frequently track records are posted for motivational reasons and are easily accessible to the athletes. If Dobbs has any questions, she can ask Ms. Dobbs, who is known for her integrity and ethics.

My concern with Coach Blanton is not with him as a person or with his race. My concern is with his actions. I am not at all concerned with how long he is at MSC. Maybe he has errors from these hallowed halls after a long and successful career. You may be certain that if Coach Blanton were white, not black, my concerns would be the same.

Dobbs has misstated the facts of this issue. She claims that if Coach Blanton were white, not black, my concerns would be the same. Hence, I have been told by friends and family, I'm prejudiced.

I never complained because I do not believe in that word that I spelled out (yet Belinda, I do have friends even if you and your brothers/sisters to play with). It be because I have not pledged to any organization are not prejudiced. Many of your beliefs are yours for what I do not believe in.Frequently track records are posted for motivational reasons and are easily accessible to the athletes. If Dobbs has any questions, she can ask Ms. Dobbs, who is known for her integrity and ethics.

I reflected, too, on the glory these "non-teams" brought to this college and the state. No longer do we compete against all colleges in the country or our championships. Now we are Division III.

No longer do we have these contests, but surely we have the memories. We also have much written history, if not famous. The Montclarion on Sprague Library. All conferences to which we belong keep extensive records. A former head cross country coach and I think you know that our records are still being reached every time we travel. A former head track coach lives 1 mile away. All track and field meets in the Hall of Fame are easily reached. Strange that no one thought about these sources.

What is saddest about her comments is that the Montclarion seemed to think about how those athletes would feel who are represented in our written and oral history. They aren't here to read her comments, so why bother about their feelings. Can our present track and field team members expect the same treatment? Gone and forgotten. This from the Vice President of Student Affairs. So much for loyalty.

I have said in previous articles that I wish the very best for the members of the team. I repeat that wish. I know how hard you work, and the kind of effort that goes into your sport. I know I was only too well since I have been involved with track for over 35 years. I was very pleased that a member of your squad came to talk to me about that track situation.

It is reassuring to know that the students are interested in truth and integrity. I have always had the utmost respect for what is right, even though this administration makes it appear as if you need swords to fight their windmills.

Dr. Joan Schleede
PERLS Dept.

Non-pledge speaks

In response to an article sent in last week entitled, "Prejudice felt by pledges", I would like for the author, Belinda Diaz, to take a closer look at her organization before she jumps on what she believes shall be considered prejudiced. If we must make the king of remarks, "Prejudice is fear. Prejudice hurts us all. This message goes out to all the prejudiced, ignorant people at MSC: please, wake up!", we should look at ourselves first. I say to you, Belinda: Please look in a mirror, you'll be surprised at what you see.

You talked about your pledges being harassed by onlookers who think that your organization is prejudiced. First of all, here in America there is a word that may have you not yet heard. It is spelled F-R-E-E-D-O-M, on this word let us poor orphans without brothers or sisters express ourselves. Secondly, maybe the prejudice that you and your pledges receive is a response to your own prejudicing.

In my knowledge and for what I have been told by friends and family, I'm hispanic and proud of it. So, why am I made to feel like an outcast by other members of my race, even by people that I graduated high school with. Can it be because I have not pledged to become a member of their fraternity? No!!!

The brothers/sisters of Belinda's organization are not prejudiced. Many times I have sat eating lunch with friends (yet Belinda, I do have friends even though I have not pledged.), when we have been harressed by members of your organization. I've had the courage to fight for you and your brothers/sisters to play with.

I never complained, I do believe in the word that I spelled out for you before. Why can't you just accept people for what they are, and stop trying to have every hispanic that attends MSC at your service? These are my beliefs and I know that you have your own and you
The Bush administration probably wanted Iraq to invade Kuwait, as an excuse to win Saudi and Egyptian support for basing a large force in the Mid-East permanently—something several U.S. administrations have wanted for over a decade.

King Hussein of Jordan told The New York Times (Oct. 16) that: (1) on August 2, the day of the invasion, Saudi King Fahd blamed Kuwait, not Iraq, for the entire affair; (2) the same day Bush promised King Hussein 48 hours to secure Iraqi withdrawal; on Aug. 3 King Hussein flew to Baghdad and received Saddam Hussein’s agreements to withdraw from Kuwait, provided the Arab League did not condemn him or call for foreign intervention. When he returned home, Egypt and the Saudis had already condemned Iraq—probably at Bush’s request, since “Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher had told him during a meeting—saddam Hussein’s agreements to withdraw from Kuwait, provided the Arab League did not condemn him or call for foreign intervention. When he returned home, Egypt and the Saudis had already condemned Iraq—probably at Bush’s request, since “Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher had told him during a meeting—at that the U.S. troops were ‘halfway to Saudi Arabia’ before they were formally requested.” The King said he had confirmed this later through his own sources.”

Suspensions that the U.S. engineered the whole Mid-East build-up are supported by the fact that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had U.S. military plans directed against Iraq instead of the USSR “months before Iraqi tanks rumbled into Kuwait.” (Wall St. Journal, Oct. 15)

Many Americans will be unwilling to believe that “their” government could be so dishonest. But history shows that the U.S. government virtually always lies, especially to the American people—after all, we are the most likely to believe these lies. In this century, the U.S. has lied to justify virtually every war. These wars were always begun from economic motives—never to “stop aggression” or “defend freedom”.

For example, the Bush Administration had been spreading the idea that the build-up is really to “stop Saddam Hussein from getting nuclear weapons.” This, of course, is nonsense; Iraq was no closer to having the A-bomb in July than it was in August. A long article in The New York Times (Aug. 13) showed how the U.S. supported Iraq for all the years when Hussein was supposedly building up his A-bomb capabilities.

2. The U.S. is in the Middle East to fight for higher oil prices, not lower ones. Bush must pretend the U.S. is fighting for lower oil prices. But when Saddam Hussein told U.S. Ambassador Glaspie on July 25 that “we do not want too high prices for oil,” Glaspie replied, “we have many Americans who would like to see the price go above $25 because they come from oil-producing states.” Bush is a Texas oilman. It was under Reagan that U.S. programs for oil conservation, begun under Ford and Carter, were scrapped.

It is the embargo and U.S. war threat, not Iraqi control, that keeps prices high. On Oct. 21 the price of crude oil dropped drastically on reports that a Saudi prince had told Iraq the Saudis wanted to work out everything peacefully. Bush spent 8 years under Reagan doing everything he could to take money from the working and middle classes. This is thoroughly documented in the recent, best-selling work The Politics of Rich and Poor by conservative Republican political advisor Grover Furr.

Saddam Hussein is a petty Hitler. But Bush and Co. are the “Hitlers” that are the most dangerous to you and me. Bush will squander tens of thousands of American lives—and many more Arab lives—to make billions for Big Oil. Defense Secretary Richard Cheney dismissed Air Force Chief General Dugan in mid-September for publicly exposing the U.S.’s plans to terror-bomb civilian cities (N.Y. Times, Sept. 18). Nuclear war is threatened, not by Iraq, but by the U.S.—the only country ever to use such weapons in a war—and by Israel, whose ruling elite push fascist-style nationalism and racism, and which has over 100 A-bombs.

The lessons are clear. We must abandon the crippling patriotism that we have all been indoctrinated with, and squarely face the truth. In a world full of enemies of working people, our greatest enemy is our own government. It represents big business and the wealthy, not us. We have no obligation whatever to support it. We must oppose the U.S. government’s criminal policies, which are a shotgun aimed at the interests of all working and middle-class people.

I urge all MSC students, staff, and faculty to join with those of us who are building a movement to oppose the war. Contact S.T.A.N.D., or myself, and let us discuss what we must do.

Grover Furr
English Dept.
In a striking scene in the woods, at Miller's Crossing, Tom has to decide whether he will shoot his lover's brother. It is his decision that takes the audience along on a twisted, yet not overly complicated story-line. Tom's true love and loyalty is constantly questioned throughout the film. A boring movie with a predictable plot. It is years old and neglected. It makes a vey funny movie, filled with please and whining desperation. Expect a lot of good scenes. Most of the good scenes were shown in the clips in the previews. The scattered and confused character Strep plays makes the move scattered and confused. Don't go into this movie with high hopes, you'll leave feeling cheated. $ Don't Tell Her It's Me

Starring Shelley Long, Steve Guttenberg and Jami Gertz. Boy meets girl, girl falls for boy, girl isn't interested, boy changes for her and no, I'm not going to tell you the ending. This is not a typical Guttenberg movie. At times it is sad, as Guttenberg is recovering from cancer treatment. But it is also a funny fast-paced movie with a continually unfolding story. A good movie to see, if you don't mind a little emotional distraction from the basic funny entertainment film. $$$$ Sibling Rivalry

Starring Kristie Alley, Scott Bakula, Jami Gertz and Ed O'Neill. Alley is the neglected wife of a doctor, Bakula. She decides that she needs to find her real self. What she finds herself is in a real mess. It makes a very funny movie, filled with some good scenes. Alley is full of her usual facial expressions and whining desperation. Expect to laugh out loud. $$$$
The Allman Brothers Article

By R.A. Campos
Staff Writer

Somewhere in Montclair, N.J., the FBI, desperately searching for the brain of Governor Florio, has tapped into a phone line...

"...Three stems! Two caps!"
"And a partridge in a pear tree. My eyeballs still feel like jello. I can't hear too well either."
"Must have been the partridge."
"Yeah, or the pear tree."
"So how was the show, dude. I'm sorry I couldn't go. I had homework to do."
"Yeah, I've heard that one before. Well, anyway, me and Tommy went..."
"Tom likes The Allman Brothers?"
"Are you kidding me? Tom loves The Allman Brothers. If they were heroin, he would have them fed into his veins intravenously 24 hours a day."
"Really?"
"Well, not really. It was just a wandering metaphor I needed to tie down to something. I think the partridge liked it a little more than he did but Tom definitely had a good time."
"Did you get laid?"
"With Tommy? Hell no. (It was only our first date.)"
"Maybe if you sent him flowers..."
"No. I only send flowers to people I respect. I think a six-pack would work better with Tommy, he has no scruples."
"Back to the concert. Was it really that good?"
"Are you kidding me!! In my three years here this was the best thing Class One Concerts has ever done. They outdid themselves by booking The Allman Brothers. I don't see how they could possibly top this one."
"Oh yeah? Wasn't the night they played the same date as the death of one of the members of the band or something like that?"

"The anniversary of Duane Allman's death. He died on October 29, 1971. He is the only guitarist to play on an Eric Clapton album and actually play better is the only guitarist to play on an Eric Clapton album."
"Yeah, I would say so. Someone from Class One Concerts told me that was the reason they wanted to play at MSC. They wanted to play a small place on the anniversary of Duane's death and Memorial Auditorium only holds about 1000 people. I guess that qualifies as well-done by the end of the show."
"Dickey Betts! He was in the band since they started. He took over the lead guitar when Duane died. He was incredible. If the guitar he was playing was a woman, she would have put new meaning to the phrase 'multiple orgasms.' This guy was so hot that the people in the first five rows left with third degree burns. I know the partridge was well-done by the end of the show."
"What should have come in handy when you got the munchies later."
"Definitely. But, at any rate, The Allman Brothers have this really bluesy-southerish style that just makes the hair on the back of your neck stand up."
"Sounds like some of the guys I've known."
"Or partridges."
"Them too."
"I heard some people at the show say that they expected more. I guess I could go to any concert and sit there and pick out things I would have liked to have seen that they didn't do. But some people weren't impressed with the bands playing."
"Why's that?"
"I don't know. Some people just don't know what they're talking about, or listening to for that matter. The Allman Brothers started out a little slow, but it built up and by the end of the concert they were playing strong."
"Oh, I see."
"It was sort of like a snowball that just kept on building, flattening out skiers on it's way until it finally hits a tree or something and all that's left are remnants of ski boots and cute neon outfits splattered with blood."
"Oh, I see."
"Will you shut-up and let me finish."
"Hey, don't tell me to shut-up, butt-head."
"O.K., O.K. But let me finish. Either way, during the concert they were flashing these things on a screen behind them."
"These things?"
"Yeah, these things. They were sort of like pictures of moving globs of colored water. I've seen them before but I still don't know what they're called. They also were flashing pictures of stars and planets and, I kid you not, mushrooms. They also had these...well...psychedelic Christmas ornaments."
"I never figured The Allman Brothers to be psychedelic."
"Me too. But I have pictured them as Christmas ornaments so it worked out fine."
"Well how about the music?"
"Music? Oh yeah, the music. Well basically, Gregg Allman didn't do much singing. The concert was mostly one long..."

cont. on p.18

SECOND SATURDAY RECORD - CD - TAPE SHOW & SALE

Saturday November 10, 1990
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Firehouse #1, Parish Drive, Wayne, NJ
Tables: $35.00 First and $20.00 additional

Admission
$3.00 with flyer
$2.00 without flyer
Up to 100

New & Used Records, CDs, 45's, Tapes, Video's, and More!!!

"Door Prize: 2 Tickets to "Buddy"
for More Info or Table Reservations Call: (201) 773-6067

STUDIO THEATRE SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, Dance, Speech Communication and Theatre presents
Lilian Heilman's
THE CHILDREN'S HOUR
November 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 at 8:00 pm
November 11 at 2:15 pm
STUDIO THEATRE
Call 893-5112 for Information
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**White Palace: not just another love story**

By Anthony Minutella

Correspondent

Later, when he brings her to meet his higher-class friends, we feel the same discomfort Nora feels because we've come to identify so closely with the characters. It's a painfully honest and genuinely moving moment.

Most of the credits for the film's success are due to the performances. Spader takes what could have been a stereotypical yuppie role and injects the character with energy and poignancy. It's Sarandon, however, who really makes the film worthwhile. She radiates on the screen every moment she appears by displaying a stunning mix of humor, strength and sexiness to her character. She makes Nora a living being, not a mere "movie character." Her delightful performance gives the entire film a sense of warmth and honesty.

There will be inevitable comparisons to "Pretty Woman." In that film, a "lower-class" prostitute finds love and happiness with a "higher-class" businessman - when he showers her with wealth and materialism; in "White Palace," the "higher-class" finds love and happiness through the "lower-class," thus making it easier for the audiences to identify with and believe in the characters.

In any case, don't dismiss "White Palace" as just another love story. It's not. It's the kind of wonderful, honest and captivating romance that lifts up your spirits and sends them soaring.
Continuation of The Allman Brothers Article

continuous jam session. They played a few old songs like Jessica and...

"Who's Jessica?"

"I don't know. It's a song. Actually, it's not even a song. It don't have no lyrics."

"No lyrics? Then why is it called Jessica?"

"I don't know! Anyway, they also played Blue sky, Statesboro' Blues, Whipping Post..."

"Whipping Post? What's that about?"

"It's a traditional wedding song, don't worry about it. They also played a few new songs."

"New songs? Does that mean a new album?"

"Sharp as a cue-ball. That's what I like about you. It's called Seven Turns. It's been out since late September. The album also introduces three new members; Warren Haynes on guitar, Allen Woody on bass and Johnny Neel on keyboards and harmonica."

"But back to the concert..."

"Oh, yeah. Well, I think I heard them go in and out of little jams of other old songs but I'm not sure."

"Maybe you were hallucinating."

"Maybe I was, but if that partridge was still around he could substantiate everything I've said."

"You spelled substantiate wrong."

"So what else is new. The two drummers, Butch Trucks and Jaimone, also went into a 15 minute drum solo. I felt like I was at a Grateful Dead concert."

"Maybe you were hallucinating again."

"Speaking of hallucinations, after the drum solo, or was it a duo? Well, whatever. The bass player came out with this thing..."

"Another thang?"

"There were many thangs at the concert. Undescribable things that only we at the concert can relate to and you who were doing homework missed out on. The bass player came out with a bass that had 18 tuning pegs. He did some pretty unusual things with it. Let's just say it worked well."

"How long did they play for?"

"Two hours and 45 minutes and...."

Suddenly, ten FBI agents entered the room.

attention present and prospective

WRITERS

of this Most Noble Arts Section

Bring thyself to a MEETING Thursday

8 November

at 4pm in THE MONTCLARION

offices j-113

Love, the Arts Editor

BUMPERS

50's & 60's Dance Bar & Cafe

Clifton Ramada Hotel, 265 Route 3 East, Clifton, NJ (After Shell Station)

MON - Monday Night Football at its best. ALL DRAFTS $1.50.

BUD & LITE BOTTLES $2.00.

It's Jingle-

WED - Live Bands at Bumpers - 9:00PM

It's Rockin'-

THURS - LADIES' NIGHT $2.00 Ladies' drinks. Chance to win 14K bracelet.

It's Stompin' -

FRI - All Bottled Beer $2.00 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM

It's Boppin' -

SAT - Hula with Bumpers Band Members - NEVER A COVER CHARGE

SUN - Sounds of the 70's - Great Classic Rock Tunes and Dance Hits 70C DRAFTS and House Wines
ATTENTION UNDECLARED MAJORS!

Come join us for a free breakfast!

If you are looking for an exciting and rewarding major at MSC, visit the 5th Annual Careers in Retailing Symposium. Listen to: our retail graduates who are currently working in retail executive positions in addition to undergraduates who are also working in the retailing field. Hear them talk about: this popular, exciting, and profitable career major available to MSC students.

WHEN: Thursday, November 15 at 9am - 12 noon
WHERE: Ballrooms 1 & 2 Student Center

Any questions call Dr. Hecht at 893-4271
C-302

Retail Merchandising and Management Major
-Cloisters was Cool, looking forward to Hadyin and CAMELOT!
-George & Owen (AXP)-It is really good to know that I have a couple of awesome guy friends. George, I understand you totally. Owen thanks for being there for me. -Love Cyndi (Iota)

-Bill (AXP)-If you have a problem with my sweater, next time don't look at it!
-Walter, Sam & Karen-thanks for all of your help for Rocky Horror. Let's do the Time Warp!

-Christa and Darrin sittin in a tree. K.I.S.S.I.N.G
-ENLT-Shakespeare and Hygiene: An interdisciplinary look at the immortal bard of Stratford-on-Avon through 16th century hygiene. Flooding and bodily functions are also discussed.
-Jeff C. Just wanted to say Happy Anniversary to the best boyfriend a girl could ask for. I love you-Robyn
-Lisa in CIC—You are adorable! an ex-con
-To Lisa-Our Italian class is great! let's get together and repeat your orientation weekend. Only this time, your partying with me. -Guess Who?? (Hoot Hoot)

-Tina-Thursday's the nite! We've definately does it take to lock their keys in a car &-My Vice Tracey-How many greek goofballs-Guess Who??? (Hoot Hoot)
-To my perspective little Cindy-hang in there!
-rob L (Senate) you dissed me hard!—How Rude!!!
-Leon(Delta Chi) I guess no natural disasters as soon as I heal)-PZ 91-Rubble
-To Barbie you will always mean the world to me.-Love your little Sharyn & Lori (Iota) OH we'd be tan for the Milkman #30
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-To my roomies in 209B-You guys are the greatest! Thanks for getting me through my tough times!-Love your little Marisol R. (LASO)

-Your drinking buddy-Tina-Thursday's the nite! We've definately does it take to lock their keys in a car &
-To my roomates in Freeman 613: Let's get busy-You two, Horatio and myself getting together in the hallways lately in your underwear-Love your little Patrice-Congrats! Your the best little sister

-To the studs in Freeman 613: Let's get busy-You two, Horatio and myself getting together in the hallways lately in your underwear-Love your little Patrice-Congrats! Your the best little sister

-To Barbie you will always mean the world to me.-Love your little Sharyn & Lori (Iota) OH we'd be tan for
-To Laura-You're hot, I'm keeping my eyes on you now. From a true friend-B.-Barbara-You're hot, I'm keeping my eyes on you. From ???
-To Gene of TKE: Wahn Wahn Wahn Wahn-Does anyone say Kim... You're the best. I love ya. Love your little Patrice-Rick (D-Chi) Now don't I feel blown off?? Glenda, Glenda, Glenda. (-mечу, you must be minding ruing my glass?!
-To Dad-You're my best friend and I'll always love you. Happy 1 1/2 years honey! Love Kelly
-Hey about that Charlie Brown's sled dog... she even had her boots on!!-
-To Chris C.- Moo, Moo, Moo!! - From To Know Who!
Mother Goose and Grimm

by Mike Peters

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Shoe

by Jeff McNelly
Cohesion’s Corner:

Get Your Weight Up falls back to Earth

Number two ranked Get Your Weight Up suffered two losses last week after winning its previous three games. On Thursday, October 25, Get Your Weight Up was shocked by a ZBT team that was ready to play. The passing combination of QB Billy Gallagher to receiver Steve Johanson accounted for the two ZBT touchdowns as ZBT upset Get Your Weight Up by the score of 13-6.

ZBT (A) played a strong defensive game as it held QB James Jones and the high scoring Get Your Weight Up offense to just one TD pass. Things got worse for Get Your Weight Up as it ran into a solid Birds team last Sunday.

The Birds opened up the scoring in the first half when Joe DeMiro ran the center sneak 50 yards for a touchdown. In the second half, QB Tim North hit Jim Dumphy on a 30 yard scoring strike to make the score 12-0.

Sean Loughney sealed the win for the Birds when he intercepted a pass and ran it back for a TD score to make the score 18-0.

The pass rush of defensive lineman Vinnie Henrich was the main reason that Get Your Weight Up was shut out. Henrich sacked QB James Jones several times which was quite a feat considering Jones is probably the fastest QB in the league.

Scores

Monday-Wednesday League

Gnats 12 Bansheese 6
Bands 25 Doobers 14
Bansheese 38 Delta Chi 0
Doobers 31 Bansheese 12
ZBT (B) 12 Gnats 7
Bushman 26 Doobers 18

Tuesday-Thursday

TKE 12 Lost Violent Souls 6
Birds 18 Get Your Weight Up 0
ZBT (A) 13 Get Your Weight Up 6
Gamblers 20 TKE 6

Highlights

ZBT’s (B) team improved to 3-1 by beating Delta Chi 24-0 as an array of players scored for ZBT B.
Mark Jameson’s four touchdown passes helped lead the Doobers past the Bansheese by the score of 26-12.
Scoring for the Bansheese were Mark Dally and Jim M.

The Bandits beat the Doobers 25-14. The Bandits won the game on defense as it held a high scoring Doobers offense to just two touchdowns.

ZBT (B) beat the Gnats by the score of 12-7. Scoring touchdowns for ZBT (B) were Frank D. on an interception and Tom W. on a TD run. Christian Guiro scored a touchdown for the Gnats.

The passing combination of quarterback Carl Buffalino, John Fiore and Ron Clarke.

The lone TKE touchdown came on a spectacular 50 yard TD run by Doug Bly.

In a close defensive game, the Gnatas edged the Bansheese by a 12-6 score. Rick Schannen and Mike Fedar both had touchdown runs for the Gnats.

The Bansheese scored on a 50 yard bomb from QB Bob Richey to speedster Tom McMillan.

Women’s Flag Football:

AIX 6, Alpha Kappa Psi 6

Alpha Kappa Psi scored a first half TD when Jill Armstrong knocked the ball out of an AIX running back’s hands and ran it back 60 yards for a touchdown.

AIX came back in the second half to tie the game when Elaine McCarroll outran the defense to the corner of the endzone for a 10 yard TD run.

SDT 19, Iota Tappa Keg 0

Jen Morrow scored two touchdowns to lead SDT past Iota Tappa Keg. Also scoring for SDT was Michelle Ianneta on a TD pass from “Ang.”

The score was not indicative of the talent Iota Tappa Keg possesses. The team was simply out-coached.

Co’s Comments

The Birds are soaring high right now. Their defense hasn’t given up points in its last two games. The offense, on the other hand has averaged over 20 points a game the last two games. Every aspect of the game is clicking for them. The team has size on the line and speedy receivers and defensive backs. Its last victory was most impressive as it dominated a strong Get Your Weight Up team.

Here is what QB Tim North had to say about the Birds, “Our first couple of games we had about five guys trying to call the plays. Now we have one guy calling the plays. We are much more organized.”

The Birds will be playing the Gamblers over again because the previous game ended on a controversial note. Look for the Birds to make a strong run at repeating as champions this year.

Co’s Top 5

1. Bushmen 5-0
2. Birds 3-0-1
3. The Zoo 3-0-1
4. Gamblers 2-1
5. G.Y.W.U. 3-2
6. Bandits 4-0-1

Announcements

Captains meeting for Men’s and Co-Rec volleyball is next Wednesday, Nov. 7, in the S.I.L.C. office (Rm. 121 Student Center) at 3 p.m.
By Al Iannazzoni
Correspondent

The MSC women's cross country team placed third behind Trenton State and SUNY Stony Brook while the men's team placed sixth in the six team Collegiate Track Championships over the weekend at Van Courtland Park in Manhattan.

The women were paced in the 3.1 mile competition by Jennifer Welch, who finished second overall with a time of 19:52. Welch was followed by Kathy Papke, placing fourth with a 20:10 time. Alicina Hennessy, 12th with a 21:14 mark.

Alicia Hennessy, 12th with a 21:14 mark.

The men did not fare as well as the women as they didn't even compete in the varisty meet. The Meet Director called a coach's meeting and didn't inform MSC and three other schools, Coach John Blanton said. The race was supposed to start at 12:30 but was changed to 11:45 and the four unin­formed schools were unprepared. After­ appealing to the Games Committee, the men from the four schools, including what was allowed, were placed in the JV competition and if its times were better than those in the varisty meet it would be awarded medals, Blanton said.

The men were paced in the 5.1 mile race by sophomores Tim Führer and Wesley Peters who finished first and second respectively for MSC, but unknown in terms of the varisty competition.

On the other hand, Coach Blanton was very happy with the women's team. He explained, "I expected us to be competitive but not this competitive. We are enjoying a very fine season. It was supposed to be a rebuilding year, but we brought some freshman in and they have done well."

Of the men Blanton said, "The men are better than their record." We've been plagued by injuries to Peters, who had a broken ankle, and Kevin Miller, who has a knee injury, but the guys worked hard and we are now extremely pleased that our top five men are running together."

This was obvious when the men defeated Lincoln University, the defending Division III Indoor and Outdoor National Cham­pions, at the Cheyney Invitational last week. Peters, in his second week back, led them to the championship. The four other top runners were Führer, sophomore Brian Major, freshmen John Enwright and James Smith.

The season winds down next weekend at Allentown College, Allentown, PA., for the NCAA Regional Championship. Coach Blanton is hoping some of his runners advance to the National Cham­pionship.

Wesley Peters who finished first and second respectively for MSC, but unknown in terms of the varisty competition.

The MSC men's soccer team clinched its second consecutive NCAA berth under Coach Dave Mason last week. Stony Brook 1-0 and Rutgers Newark 4-0.

MSC, known mostly for its explosive offense, showed that it was capable of playing good defense, allowing the opposing one goal in two games.

In Wednesday's game against Stony Brook, Dominick Bucci scored the lone goal in the game, which was all the Red Hawks needed, because its defense played tough and aggressive and dictated the tempo of the game.

Saturday's game was more of the high scoring affair in which MSC fans have become accustomed to.

Antonio Alcaide, Guillermo Sites, Vinny Palmiero and Dominick Bucci each scored a goal for the Red Hawks in the 4-0 victory over Rutgers Newark.

Once again defense was the key for the Red Hawks, who now find themselves preparing for an upcoming game against Stony Brook in the NCAA tournament. Despite having an impressive 15-3 record (7-2, NJAC) MOS finished second in the NJAC standings but feel its chances to win it all are just as good as any other team.

Coach Masur explained, "We intend to play the same way in the tournament as we did throughout the year. We want to gather momentum in our favor and play solid defense. If the defense plays well, our offense should be able to carry us to victory explained Coach Masur. MSC plays its first tournament game Friday 8:00 at Glassboro State. Buses will be provided for those who wish to show support for the Red Hawks.

"I see myself as open an honest. I'm very down to earth. Yes, this is a sport, but people are most important. So you have to understand people and I think I do."

Kubicka thinks this blend of management that she is used to going to prove positive and help both programs.

"I see myself as open an honest. I'm very down to earth. Yes, this is a sport, but people are most important. So you have to understand people and I think I do."

Kubicka has set her sights on winning the NCAA Tournament," she said.

On the other hand, Coach American said. "The battle at Steve Wynn's Mirage should have been better than a one punch fight between an undefeated contender and a champion who rocked a man once deemed invincible.

Due to the outcome of this particular fight and the circumstances that surrounded the fight before the combatants stepped outside to the Mirage parking lot, the changes are desperately needed in boxing.

For starters, there is no doubt that guaranteeing the champions the higher purse payment is a box-office mistake. Guarantees for millions of dollars no matter what the outcome of the fight may be leaves too much leeway when it comes to an individual's integrity. The deal is that no matter whether a fighter goes the distance or whether he steps into the ring overweight or drops after one punch, the man gets paid because as mentioned earlier, its guaranteed. Instead if a promoter is going to guarantee payment, structure the payment of fighters differently so that the fighter who wants the fight more will as a bonus make some extra money on the deal as well.

Granted, if purses for championship fights were broken down into a winner's share and loser's share each fighter would receive at least what the loser's share would be which is a guarantee. However, if the difference between shares is in excess of $10 million, you would see better quality fights. There is no doubt that Douglas-Holyfield purses had been distributed that way, Douglas gets up after being hit in round 3.

While Holyfield's right hand caught Douglas, his right hand was dismantled and knocked into another world for that matter. Buster made no effort to get up as he was content embarrassing himself and his boxing families' name by taking the money and running.
TSC defense blanks Hawks, 9-0

Third loss puts MSC's postseason hopes at question

By Michael Frasco
Sports Editor

The Red Hawks hopes for post season play were virtually eliminated on Saturday, as Trenton State College stifled the MSC offensive attack, gaining a 9-0 victory.

On its first possession MSC put together a solid drive with some good running by tailback John Walker and a couple of catches by wide receiver, Ernie Harris. The Hawks marched to the TSC 16 yard line before being shut down by the Lion defense three straight times, with the last play resulting in a sack of quarterback Steve Banas for a nine yard loss. A 43 yard field goal attempt by placekicker Jim Young failed, declining to give the Hawks an early edge.

The Hawks very next offensive series, was much the same as MSC drove to the Lions seven yard line, but once again was stopped by a hungry TSC defense. The Hawks tried again for the three-pointer, but this time a bad snap prevented MSC from breaking the 0-0 deadlock.

The MSC defense held its own as well, allowing TSC just 36 yards of total offense in the first 30 minutes. There was to be no scoring in the half as both teams traded punches, but neither could deliver the knockout needed for a score.

In the third quarter, neither team still could not put any points on the board, making it anyone's game for the final period.

But it was TSC who made sure the momentum swung its way, by continuing a strong drive into the fourth quarter. The Lions mixed up the pass and run very well during this 8 play, 52 yard drive, ending with a John Millard, 3 yard TD catch from quarterback Steve Mortellite with 13:42 left. After the Scott Osborne extra point, the Lions led 7-0.

MSC had its chances to score, if not win the win game, but a combination of dropped passes and interceptions shatred any hopes the Hawks had of pulling this one out.

The key miscue came midway through the fourth quarter as Banas dropped from the MSC six yard line looking for the big play to even the score, only to see his near-perfect throw bobbled and dropped by the intended receiver.

That play loomed even larger on the next snap as Banas was sacked in his own endzone for a six yard loss and TSC safety, upping the Lion lead to 9-0.

The Red Hawks problems continued in its last two possessions, which each ended in separate pickoffs by the Lion defense, one of them a key turnover, occurring in the TSC endzone, stopping yet another MSC scoring drive.

This closed another chapter in this everlasting NJAC rivalry. The story of this game was the combination of an aggressive TSC defense which recorded eight sacks, but more significantly it was MSC's inability to execute when most needed that ultimately cost them the game.

The Lion defense shut down the Hawk run for the most part, forcing Banas to throw, thus allowing the TSC defense to key on the pass, resulting in three interceptions and several batted passes.

HAWK NOTES: MSC's 5-3 record all but eliminates the team from post-season play... The three losses by MSC is the most since it posted a 7-3 record in 1984...

The 9-0 loss to TSC was MSC's first scoreless game since a 1976 shutout against East Stroudsburg University, equal to 136 straight games.

New coach takes the helm for MSC volleyball and soccer

By Al Iannozzone
Correspondent

What does it take to win a Division III volleyball championship? Anita Kubicka, the newly hired Women's Softball and Volleyball coach, certainly can tell you. As a main cog on the Trenton State College team that won the National title along with the University of Western Oregon, where she specialized in recruiting, Coach Kubicka, 28, of Newark, was hired on Sept. 24 to head the Women's Volleyball program.

MSC Sports Line

FOOTBALL:
10/27: Trenton State 9, MSC 0
Record 5-3, NJAC 2-2

MEN'S SOCCER:
10/24: MSC 1, Stone Brook 0
10/27: MSC 4, Rutgers Newark 0
Record 15-3, NJAC 7-2
2nd Place in NJAC

WOMEN'S SOCCER:
10/24: MSC 1, Manhattan 0
10/27: Stockton 4, MSC 0
Record 3-1-1

FIELD HOCKEY
10/25: Glassboro State 2
MSC 3, Manhattan 0

Volleyball:
10/23: Stockton 3, MSC 0
Record 4-21-2

CROSS COUNTRY:
10/27: CTC Championships
MEN: 6th place (out of 6)
WOMEN: 3rd place (out of 6)

NOTES... The MSC field hockey team will host the ECAC Field Hockey Championships this weekend: Sat. 12:30 p.m.-MSC vs. Mary Washington College (Va.)
Sun. 1:00 p.m.-Championship Game...

MSC had a tough act to follow in Rucker, a former coach of Kubicka's at TSC. She left behind one of the best winning percentages in MSC history, compiling a 209-87 record for a winning percentage of .706, and led the Red Hawks to seven straight tournament appearances, reaching the World Series three times. However, Coach K is not threatened by this. She is confident in Rucker's ability as well as her own.

"I looked at Willie being the coach as a positive thing because she knew the fundamentals, knew the game and the people who have played under her are going to have a sound foundation," Kubicka said. "It made the transition a lot easier. Our coaching philosophies are not equal by any means, but what we do have in common is I'm a firm believer in fundamentals and I know Willie is also. I felt good knowing she was here and the foundation she laid."

In terms of her own coaching skills, Coach K feels she provides many things. "Coaching is management," Kubicka said. "It's important to have a firm managerial style coupled with a positive communication flow with the athletes."

cont. on p.23